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	        	Cynthia G.
Took our 19 year old cat Max in to a same day appointment. We received excellent service. They currently have Covid 19 car service in place. Everything went smoothly and Max was so calm when he was returned.  They are booked up but a call in the morning got us into a cancellation the same day.

	   	 	

	   	  
		
			        
	        	Crys E.
Excellent animal clinic! Brought our cat Mariah in for a check up and a spayed: the prices were excellent and the spay was done quickly. I called several vets in the area and this clinic had the most responsible prices. The technicians are incredibly kind and responsive: they called twice the day after Mariah's surgery to check up on her. Really enjoyed my experience with this clinic.


	   	 	

	   	  
		
			        
	        	Ruben
Great clinic, got our puppies parvo shots went back to finish them up and they're super nice and welcoming!


	   	 	

	   	  
		
			        
	        	Rosenda F.
They were very nice and caring when I had to put my dog. I received a card and a paw print in the mail from the clinic expressing sympathy after Losing My dog  Charlie of 12yrs. Thank you so much South Valley Animal clinic the card and paw print were unexpected and very thoughtful

	   	 	

	   	  
		
			        
	        	Jusemmy A.
My dog Einstein is very difficult, he's outright mean! He is a senior dog that was long over due for his neuter. The staff was still amazing, even when it was difficult to do so. They still took the best care of him possible, they  even trimmed his nails complimentarily. The staff is very welcoming, patient, and efficient. They also have some of the best prices in all Albuquerque. They are  1/3 the price of the same procedure quoted in Rio Rancho! Even the sutures were done in a way to have minimal scarring! I mean, from one doc to another, the vet here is phenomenal! I highly recommend them!
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